AGENDA
Lab Safety Committee Meeting
Thursday, May 4, 2017 in ADM 460
from 11:00 p.m. to 12:00 p.m.

1. Attendance/Roll Call

2. Welcoming Comments (Ann Sherman, Jennifer Summit)

3. Introductions

4. Discussions
   a. New Chemical and Fire Resistant Lab Coat video: (Marc -2 minutes)
   b. Lab Inspection Report - Follow Up actions: (Marc/Keith - 30 minutes)
   c. Medical Waste Inspection Findings and Corrective Actions: (Marc - 5 minutes)
   d. Other Safety Committees: (Grace/Marc - 5 minutes)

5. Announcements / Handouts
   a. Upcoming CUPA hazardous materials and waste inspection: (Marc – 5 minutes)
   b. Continuing FD inspection: (Marc – 5 minutes)

6. Closing 11:50 (Ann)